167 Years of Service!

Bob Fuller      Bob Noriega      Mario Ortega      Tom Porter      Bill Roster

SLAC’s Most Wanted Are on Their Way Out!

The Controls Department would like you to join us in honoring the combined 167 years of service that these Gentlemen have given us with a Farewell Celebration on:

FRIDAY, APRIL 4, 2008 @ 2:00PM
Redwood Rooms A, B, C and D (ROB BLDG. 048)
COST $10.00

PLEASE RSVP TO:
Deborah Lilly x3514 Bldg.034
Barbara Blum x4551 Bldg. 015
Darlene Ford x4957 Bldg. 280A
Bernadette Espiritu x2838 Bldg.005A